Directions to International Lounge from Library:

Walk to entrance indicated on the map, turn RIGHT and enter at sidewalk level and go down half flight of stairs to the room with glass wall. This is International Lounge. For those with difficulty on stairs there is a LIFT on the far LEFT side as you face the room. Through the doorway and to the right.

Directions to the Alumni Lounge from Library:

Walk to entrance indicated on map, turn LEFT and enter at the sidewalk level. Once in the building turn LEFT and go up one flight. Turn RIGHT as you exit the stairs. OR turn left as you enter and you will locate an elevator. Go up one flight to #1. Exit and turn LEFT. Alumni Lounge is directly in front of you.

The RESTROOMS in USDAN are located near the entrance on either side. You will not immediately see them as they are on the other side of the doorway when you enter.